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TanTalizing cliTophon and meliTe’s 
anTi-philosophical love: an undeTecTed 

hypoTexT in achilles TaTius’ novel

The anti-novel of melite in Leucippe and Clitophon is surely the best 
known – and most studied – case of gender-reversal featuring in ancient 
fiction 1. and yet, a close reading of the text can still hold unexpected 
surprises. gender-reversal is far from being a straightforward notion in 
achilles Tatius’ narrative. The very construct of “reversal” in the story 
of melite raises a series of issues, which are to do less with gender than 
with other sets of ethical and social expectations.

in what follows, i will focus on some very distinct verbal clues scat-
tered throughout the melite episode. on this basis i will argue that, in 
construing melite’s failed romance, achilles Tatius had in mind a precise 
hypotext, namely the torment of Tantalus 2. such a mythical blueprint, 
explicitly mentioned by melite, is constantly reaffirmed in her speeches 
by means of formulae closely connected to the relevant myth 3. my 
analysis has a twofold aim: on one hand it will reinforce recent readings 

1 See CresCi 1978; Goldhill 1995: 94-122; Chew 2000; sChwartz 2000-2001: 98-111; 
Morales 2004: 220-231; 2005; laplaCe 2007: 561-569; Brethes 2012; Jones 2012: 238-157. 
On gender-relations in the ancient novel see the seminal Konstan 1994. On gender-
reversal, social expectations and desire, see also Cooper 1999: 35-36.

2 One could also argue that the story of Tantalus suitably captures the essence of 
the elusive erotic of reading (the reader’s desire is constantly enticed and never entirely 
fulfilled), typical of the ancient novel (see whitMarsh 2011: 168-176). In this respect, 
truly, as Horatius has it, Tantalus’ fabula de nobis narratur (Satyrae I 1, 69). As to the pro-
verbial meaning of the torment, see the passages listed by Floridi 2007: 169-170. For the 
different mythographic traditions associated with Tantalus and his reception in the mod-
ern era, see troMBley 1998, 9-27.

3 In tune with Melite’s “command of language”: see BartsCh 1989: 127 and note; 
Morales 2004: 224-226.
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216 Aglae Pizzone

of the melite episode by adding further and stronger textual evidence; 
on the other, it will point to hitherto unnoticed layers of meaning as well 
as to structural symmetries embedded in achilles Tatius’ narrative texture.

“Not farther than the eyes”: a refrain for Melite’s torment 

as noted, readers of the ancient novel should be quite familiar with 
melite’s and clitophon’s failed romance. We are in the fifth book: six 
months have elapsed since leucippe’s second Scheintod. clitophon is 
still grieving in alexandria, even though time has soothed his sufferings 4. 
Furthermore, over the last four months, he has been the love-target of 
melite, a persistent, wealthy, young, and charming widow from ephesus, 
eager to turn him into her new husband 5. clitophon eventually agrees, 
but only because he wants to escape alexandria and avoid the encounter 
with his father, who is about to arrive in town and has no clue about 
leucippe having passed away 6. nonetheless, clitophon asks his new 
wife to postpone the actual consummation of their marriage, so as not 
to soil the memory of leucippe, whom he believes buried in alexandria 7. 
yet, upon their first day in ephesus, clitophon finds out that leucippe 
is still alive and, on top of that, a slave in melite’s estate 8. as a result, 
clitophon again refuses to have intercourse with his wife, to which melite 
reacts by comparing her own fate to that of Tantalus 9:

Potamo;n paratiqei;" polu;n kwluvei" pivnein. Tosou'ton crovnon u{dwr e[dwr e[cousa 
diyw', ejn aujth'/ kaqeuvdousa th'/ phgh'/. toiauvthn e[cw th;n eujnhvn, oi{an oJ Tavntalo" th;n 
trofhvn.

you have set before me a mighty river and you refuse to let me drink! so 
long i have been thirsting, though the water is there for me – though, in fact, 
i sleep in the very riverhead! i have the sort of cohabitation that Tantalus 
had alimentation! (transl. Tim Whitmarsh)

4 V 8, 1-2.
5 V 11, 6.
6 V 11, 3-5.
7 V 12, 2.
8 V 18.
9 V 21, 4.
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 Tantalizing Clitophon and Melite’s Anti-philosophical Love 217

in what follows, melite seems to hint three more times at Tantalus’ 
wretched destiny, by repeatedly using the formula mevcri tw'n ojmmavtwn 
(“not farther than the eyes”) to refer to their peculiar marital relationship. 
i shall now look at these instances more closely.

soon after clitophon’s last refusal in ephesus, melite, believing 
leucippe a Thessalian and hence experienced in magic 10, asks her for 
help. Talking to the girl, she describes her mariage blanc as follows 11:

“Poi'on a[ndra…” Melivth ei\pen: “oujde;n koinovn ejstin h] toi'" (...) oJ de; sivdhrov" ti" h] 
ti tw'n ajnaisqhvtwn h\n a[ra pro;" ta;" dehvsei" ta;" ejmav". Movli" de; tw'/ crovnw/ peivqetai: 
ejpeivsqh de; mevcri tw'n ojmmavtwn. “Omnumi gavr soi th;n ∆Afrodivthn aujthvn, wJ" h[dh 
pevmpthn hJmevran aujtw'/ sugkaqeuvdousa ou{tw" ajnevsthn wJ" ajpo; eujnouvcou. “Eoika 
de; eijkovno" ejra'n: mevcri ga;r tw'n ojmmavtwn e[cw to;n ejrwvmenon.”

“husband? pah!” replied melite. “he is more like a stone than a husband. 
(…) as good husband as a stone would be! (…) But he is deaf to my de-
mands as iron, wood, or some other inanimate object. in time, and reluc-
tantly, he was persuaded, but persuaded only into my eyesight. i swear to 
you by aphrodite herself: this is the fifth day i have slept with him, only 
to rise in the morning as if from a eunuch’s bed! he is like a loving statue: 
i have a beloved not farther than the eyes.” (transl. Tim Whitmarsh, slight-
ly modified)

at the end of book five, when melite’s husband has also come back 
on the scene, melite finally persuades clitophon to sleep with her, as an 
act of supreme pity and respect toward eros. yet, before that, in a surge 
of anger, melite rubs in clitophon’s face all the humiliations she had gone 
through for his sake 12:

Oi[moi deilaiva tw'n kakw'n: kai; ga;r to;n a[ndra ajpwvlesa dia; sev, ou[te ga;r a]n e[coimiv 
se tou' loipou' crovnou ka]n mevcri tw'n ojmmavtwn tw'n kenw'n, ejpei; mh; deduvnhsai 
touvtwn plevon.

o poor me, alas for my woes! Thanks to you, i have lost my husband; nor 
will i have you for the future, not even as far as my empty eyes (and that was 
all you could manage). (transl. Tim Whitmarsh, slightly modified)

10 On this topos, see phillips 2001.
11 V 22, 3-6.
12 V 25, 4-5.
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218 Aglae Pizzone

Thus, all of the three love-speeches uttered by melite in ephesus are 
characterized by a reference to her “watch and do not touch” agony. The 
phrase mevcri tw'n ojmmatwn, moreover, is repeated three times in two pas-
sages. Finally, the formula seems to be strongly connected with the myth 
of Tantalus. a speech by dio chrysosthomus supports this hypothesis 13. 
in his sixty-fourth discourse On Fortune, dio presents a parade of ill-
omened figures. as expected, he does not fail to linger on Tantalus’ fate, 
which he emphatically describes as follows 14:

Tavntalo" de; a[ra ejpi; ghvrw" ajrgo;" h\n: dia; tou'to a[ra mevcri tw'n ceilw'n hujdaimovnei 
kai; toi'" ojfqalmoi'" movnon hujtuvcei: ta; pavnta de; ejkei'na aJrpasqevnta oi[cetai kai; 
livmnh kai; karpoi; kai; trofh; kai; poto;n uJpo; th'" tuvch", ou{tw g∆ wJ" uJpo; pneuvmato".

But Tantalus, you know, was idle in old age; on that account, therefore, he 
was prosperous only as far as his lips, fortunate only with his eyes, while all 
those things he longed for – lake, fruits, food, and drink – vanished, snatched 
away by Fortune as by a blast of wind.

interestingly, throughout the melite episode, achilles underlines 
that the woman, during the meals, did not eat at all, preferring to stare 
at clitophon, thereby nourishing her erotic desire, rather than her ali-
mentary appetites 15. as helen morales points out, in the story of melite 
food consumption and visual consumption are indeed associated 16. 
melite reverses masculine practices of looking, by commodifying 
 clitophon’s body through her persistent gaze 17. and yet, as noted by 
morales, such a commodification is not complete, as we never come to 
know what clitophon actually looks like, whereas we have an accurate 

13 It should be noted that the expression mevcri tw'n ojmmavtwn is not very common. Sig-
nificantly, it is found in a passage from the Timaeus (67e8), where Plato presents his ex-
tramission theory of sight; cf. also Chrysippus, fr. 863, 8 von Arnim (Aetius, Placita IV 21). 

14 LXIV 7
15 Cf. V 13, 5.
16 Morales 2004: 222-223. The play is between o[yon and o[yi".
17 It is not a coincidence that, as soon as he comes to know that Leucippe is alive, 

Clitophon wants to look at her again. Achilles Tatius, with one of his usual puns, has 
Clitophon say (V 19, 3): Ei\ta e{fhn, “ejpi; thlikouvtoi" ajgaqoi'" kai; mevcri tw'n w[twn movnon euj
fraivnei", ajll∆ ouj deiknuvei" kai; toi'" o[mmasi tajgaqav;” (“you have stopped”, he said, “at these 
good news and you rejoice just up to your ears: you won’t receive any benefit for your eyes”). 
it is as if leucippe retaliated by denying clitophon even the only thing he accords to melite.
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 Tantalizing Clitophon and Melite’s Anti-philosophical Love 219

description of melite’s looks. The torment of Tantalus, i argue, is a 
fitting paradigm to both epitomize such a failed reversal and underline 
the infringement of established social norms. melite may well look at 
clitophon, savoring his beauty, just as other men look at her as if she 
were a statue; however, her gaze is not a source of pleasure. on the 
contrary, as she stresses,  it ends up causing torment and anguish. even 
the “statuesque quality” 18 of clitophon backfires: being made of stone, 
he is not able to react and to take action in order to fulfill her lust for 
intercourse. melite, just as Tantalus, has broken a taboo, and in her 
case too the punishment fits the crime, as she is condemned to deal 
with a male body as beautiful as unresponsive. 

if we now look at clitophon’s perspective, we realize that, in inflict-
ing such a tantalizing pain to melite, he also reverses his usual behavior. 
any reader of achilles Tatius would remember the beginning of the 
novel, when leucippe and clitophon do nothing but stare at each other 19. 
in the first stages of their love story, clitophon abides by the recommen-
dations of his cousin clinias, who, in book one, had extolled the pleasure 
of looking at one’s darling boy or girl, comparing it to bodily union 20. 
action is not excluded, even though the action recommended by clinias 
is a subdued one. in giving such pieces of advice, and in his emphasis on 
the gratification of the eyes, clinias seems to be rather influenced by the 
rules of homosexual, and, more generally, philosophical love, as we shall 
see. after ten days of gazing, clitophon in fact voices his dissatisfaction, 
taking the more pragmatic – and heterosexual – satyros as his confidant 
and helper 21. in his first direct speech, satyros informs clitophon that 

18 Ancient novelists often use statues as a term of comparison in order to extol human 
beauty: see zeitlin 2003; 2013: 24-26, with further bibliography. On the sex-appeal of 
statues in the Second Sophistic, as well as on the notion of “touching gaze”, see Kindt 
2012: 155-189.

19 II 3, 3: kai; tau'ta me;n eJmi'n hJmerw'n ejpravtteto devka: kai; plevon tw'n ojmmavtwn ejkerdaivnomen 
h] ejtolmw'men oujdevn (“In this state of affairs ten days passed, but we made no other progress 
nor ventured further than this duel of eyes”).

20 I 9.
21 From a narrative point of view the change is motivated by the fact that Clinias is 

busy mourning his beloved Clisthenes (I 12-14). In such a situation Clitophon clearly 
could not bother him with his own love sickness. whitMarsh (2011: 162) underlines that, 
in fact, Clinias seems to disappear after the death of Clisthenes: Clitophon does not share 
his friend’s grief. Such a “vanishing”, I argue, has also a narrative function, as the change 
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220 Aglae Pizzone

they can rely on the help of his lover clio, who is also leucippe’s servant. 
he then suggests to the boy a change of strategy 22:

Dei' dev se kai; th;n kovrhn mh; mevcri tw'n ojfqalmw'n peira'n, ajlla; kai; rJh'ma drimuvte
ron eijpei'n. tovte de; provsage th;n deutevran mhcanhvn. Qivge ceirov", qli'yon davktulon, 
qlivbwn stevnaxon. ‘Hn de; tau'tav sou poiou'nto" karterh'/ kai; prosivhtai, so;n e[rgon 
h[dh devspoinavn te kalei'n kai; filh'sai travchlon.

your task is to make an attempt on the girl, and farther than the eyes: you 
must also speak more penetrating words to her. Then draw up your second 
battery: touch her hand, massage her finger, and sigh as you do so. if she 
submits to these actions of yours and endures them, your next task is to call 
her your mistress and to kiss her neck. (transl. Tim Whitmarsh, slightly 
modified)

in point of fact, satyros’ advice diverges from clinias’, as the latter 
had explicitly discouraged clitophon from using direct language, lest the 
maid be embarrassed or even scared 23. clearly enough, satyros’ stance 
is more in tune with clitophon’s inclinations, as proven also by the “show-
case speech” performed for leucippe’s benefit at the end of book one. 
here clitophon, with satyros playing his right-hand man, depicts the 
all-encompassing power of love, which goes as far as to move even lifeless 
objects such as stones or pieces of iron 24:

... ejgw; de; dokw' moi, kai; livqwn. ∆Era'/ gou'n hJ Magnhsiva livqo" tou' sidhvrou: ka]n 
movnon i[dh/ kai; qivgh/, pro;" auJth;n ei{lkusen, w{sper ejrwtiko;n e[ndron e[cousa pu'r. 
Kai; mhv ti tou'tov ejstin ejrwvsh" livqou kai; ejrwmevnou sidhvrou fivlhma…

… no [he can reach] (in my opinion) stones as well! For example, the megnet 
desires iron: if she only sees him and touches him, she attracts him towards 
her as though she has an erotic flame inside her. is this not a kind of kiss 

of advisor lets the story advance toward the attempted intercourse with Leucippe (made 
possible by Satyros’ connection with Clio) and the subsequent elopement. In this respect, 
I do not share Chew’s view (2000: 62), according to which “Clinias more closely resembles 
the tricky slave-character from the New Comedy”. Achilles Tatius’ strategy is more subtle 
and builds on gender representations and perceptions, using the shift from the homo-
sexual to the heterosexual discourse as a narrative trigger. 

22 II 4, 3-4.
23 I 10.
24 I 17, 1-2. On this speech, see BartsCh 1989: 156; Morales 2004: 54; 185-193.
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 Tantalizing Clitophon and Melite’s Anti-philosophical Love 221

between the desirous stone and her beloved, the iron? (transl. Tim Whitmarsh, 
slightly modified)

gazing and touching go hand-in-hand here, the former would not be 
effective without the latter. Four books and many mishaps later, however, 
clitophon has radically changed his behavior. he now inflicts on melite 
precisely the same torment he could not endure with leucippe. Whitmarsh 
points out how clitophon’s character is “specifically heteroerotic” 25. Ro-
man Brethes has recently argued that such a characteristic partly falters 
in book five, where clitophon reveals the reversibility of his “masculine 
self”, behaving like a eunuch – according to melite 26 – or proving capa-
ble of “becoming a woman with men” – according to sopatros, counselor 
for Thersandros during the trial in book eight 27. Furthermore, in talking 
to leucippe, melite refers to clitophon as “made of iron” and, just like 
the piece of iron of book one, clitophon plays now the role of the ejrwv
meno", if a very unfeeling one. as a matter of fact, unlike the loadstone, 
melite does not manage to attract him: while allowing kisses, clitophon 
does not move, he does not yield to his ejrwvsa. The shift from being an 
active ejrasthv" to become a passive ejrwvmeno" affects clitophon’s attitude 
toward the pleasures of the eye: he is now a tantalizing object to be stared 
at and has no desire to go further. however, as we shall see in the next 
paragraph, such a picture is far from being a reliable one. clitophon’s 
feminized portrait is always filtered by melite’s frustration and shaped by 
her anti-philosophical attitude toward swfrosuvnh.

 
Swfrosuvnh and the eyes: capsizing ethical principles through the novel

at the end of book two, while the two heroes are sailing to alexandria, 
accompanied by satyros and clinias, we find clitophon and their new 
friend, the egyptian menelaos, occupied with a famous and animated 
discussion about two different types of love: which one is better, the 

25 whitMarsh 2011: 161-162.
26 V 25, 8.
27 VIII 10, 9. See Brethes 2012.
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homosexual or the heterosexual one? clitophon cannot really accept 
menelaos’ argument about the intensity of male-male feelings and replies 
as follows 28:

“Pw'" drimuvteron,” e[fhn, “o{ ti paraku'yan movnon oi[cetai kai; oujk ajpolau'sai 
divdwsi tw'/ filou'nti, ajll∆ e[oike tw'/ tou' Tantavlou povmati… Pollavki" ga;r ejn w|/ pivne
tai pevfeuge, kai; ajph'lqen oJ ejrasth;" oujc euJrw;n piei'n: to; de; e[ti pinovmenon aJrpav
zetai pri;n oJ pivnwn koresqh'/. kai; oujk e[stin ajpo; paido;" ajpelqei'n ejrasth;n a[lupon 
e[conta th;n hJdonhvn: kataleivpei ga;r e[ti diyw'nta.”

“Keener?” i replied. “how can anything be so, when it disappears just as 
soon as it has peeked out? it allows the lover no enjoyment of it, but acts 
just like the draught of Tantalus: often it disappears even as it is being drunk, 
and the lover leaves without having found a way to drink. While it is still 
being drunk, it is snatched away before the drinker is satisfied. it is impos-
sible for a lover to leave a boy without a certain pain mixed in with his 
pleasure: it leaves him still thirsting for more.” (transl. Tim Whitmarsh)

The more experienced menelaos replies condescendingly by saying 
that clitophon has no idea about real pleasure, which is unsatisfied by 
its very nature 29. Thus, the pattern characterizing melite’s failed romance 
seems to be closer to the dynamic of a homosexual relationship than to 
that of a heterosexual one, at least according to clitophon’s view. Fur-
thermore, melite definitely seems to be assigned the role of the ejrasthv", 
while clitophon is granted that of the ejrwvmeno". Brethes’ reading advo-
cating the reversibility of clitophon’s masculine self would apparently 
be further supported by internal, explicit cross-references. The paradigm 
of Tantalus, first mentioned by clitophon as a negative image capturing 
the essence of man-man love, would later on be replicated in his affair 
with melite and signals the way the widow considers their relationship. 

however, this is just melite’s part of the story and it does not capture, 
by any means, the full picture of the “reversal” in book five. equally, the 
accusation leveled by sopatros in book eight, according to which clitophon 
imitates men with women and becomes a woman with men, can hardly be 
taken at face value. The allegation has to be assessed against the background 
of the judicial setting and it shall not be forgotten that Thersandros will 

28 II 35, 4-5.
29 II 36, 1.
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eventually lose the trial. in fact, the reference to Tantalus calls for yet an-
other exegetical layer, one that is less to do with gender than with ethical 
principles pertaining to self-constraint. as noted by simon goldhill 30, the 
torment of Tantalus could be used as a negative example to epitomize 
chaste, homoerotic love, based on swfrosuvnh 31. goldhill, in particular, 
points to the dialogue ascribed to lucian’s Amores or Affairs of Heart. The 
hero of the dialogue is Theomnestos, a great expert in love matters. “you 
would find it quicker, my dear lycinius, to count me the waves of the sea 
or the flakes of a snowstorm than to count my loves” 32, he says at the 
beginning of the dialogue to his friend and (more chaste) interlocutor. at 
some point, lycinius asks him to take position in the quarrel between the 
supporters of homoerotic love and those who favor heterosexual love. in 
addressing the former, Theomnestos, a glowing ejrasthv", strongly refuses 
the sweet agony that may arise from pure contemplation 33:  

Tou;" a[gan uJpo; tou' paiderastei'n katwfruwmevnou" lovgou" ejqauvmazon me;n ejpi; th'/ 
semnovthti, plh;n ouj pavnu qumh're" wj/ovmhn, ejfhvbw/ paidi; sundihmereuvonta Tanta
leivou" divka" uJpofevrein, kai; toi'" o[mmasi tou' kavllou" mononouci; proskluvzonto", 
ejxo;n ajruvsasqai, diyh'n uJpomevnein: ouj ga;r ajpovcrh to; qewrei'n ejrwvmenon oujd∆ 
ajpantikru; kaqhmevnou kai; lalou'nto" ajkouvein, ajll∆ w{sper hJdonh'" klivmaka sum
phxavmeno" e[rw" prw'ton e[cei baqmo;n o[yew", i{na i[dh/, ka]n qeavshtai, poqei' prosav
gwn ejfavyasqai.

i must say i admired the solemnity of the very highbrow speeches evoked 
by love of boys, except that i didn’t think it is very agreeable to spend all 
day with a youth suffering the punishment of Tantalus, and, though the 
waters of beauty are, as it were, almost slapping against my eyes, to endure 
thirst when one can help oneself to water. For it is not enough to look at the 
loved one or to listen to his voice as he sits facing you, but love, like in an 
escalation of pleasure, first experiences the depth of sight, then, if has gazed, 
it desires to go on touching (transl. austin morris harmon, modified).

Without any doubt, melite would subscribe to these words. Both she 
and Theomnestos use hyperbolic images, stressing the paradoxical prox-

30 Goldhill 1995: 108-109; 123
31 See also Chew 2000: 59; 61-68.
32 Amores 2.
33 Amores 53.
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imity of the unreachable object: while melite speaks of a source gushing 
next to her bed, Theomnestos mentions streams of water “slapping” 
against his eyes 34. interestingly enough, strato of sardis makes the same 
point in one of his epigrams, emphasizing the unnatural aspects of love 
without enactment 35:

‘H mh; zhlotuvpei douvloi" ejpi; paisi;n eJpaivrou",
 h] mh; qhluprepei'" oijnocovou" pavrece.
tiv" ga;r ajnh;r ej" e[rwt∆ ajdamavntino"… h] tiv" ajteirh;"
 oi[nw/… tiv" de; kalou;" ouj periverga blevpei…
zwvntwn e[rga tavd∆ ejstivn: o{pou d∆ oujk eijsi;n e[rwte"
 oujde; mevqai, Diofw'n, h]n ejqevlh/", a[piqi:
kajkei' Teiresivhn h] Tavntalon ej" povton e{lke,
 to;n me;n ejp∆ oujde;n ijdei'n, to;n d∆ ejpi; mou'non ijdei'n. 

either be not jealous with your friends about your slave boys, or do not 
provide girlish-looking cup-bearers. For who is of adamant against love, or 
who succumbs not to wine, and who does not look curiously at pretty boys? 
This is the way of living men, but if you like, diophon, go away to some 
place where there is no love and no drunkenness, and there induce Tiresias 
or Tantalus to drink with you, the one to see nothing and the other only to 
see (transl. William Roger paton). 

strato’s rhetorical question reminds again of melite’s perplexity at 
clitophon acting like a senseless lump of iron. in this respect, clitophon 
proves once again to be anything but an ajnhvr, as he can indeed be ada-
mant against temptation 36. strato, moreover, maintains that such a self-
contained behavior is not suitable for a sympotic context. his attitude 
is thus comparable to Theomnestos’s fiery temper, in that both seem to 

34 This image sounds like a joke at the expenses of more refined theories about 
erotic gaze and streams of love pouring from the eyes, on which see Goldhill 2001; 
BartsCh 2006: 57-114. It shall not be forgotten that Achilles Tatius has Clinias voice such 
theories in I 9.

35 AP XII 175 (16 Floridi) with Floridi 2007: 170. Floridi points out the epigram’s impli-
cations: desire and arousal are natural phenomena, only death can remain unresponsive 
to beauty. The epigram has a close parallel in Martial IX 25: in Martial, however, the men-
tion of Tantalus is missing. The chronology of Strato is far from certain: the traditional 
dating to the Second century cannot be taken for granted. It may well be possible than 
Martial took Strato as a model, rather than the other way round (see Floridi 2007: 7-11)

36 On the notion of ajndreiva in the ancient novel see Jones 2007.
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argue against the excess of self-mastery or swfrosuvnh and deem necessary 
to move “farther than the eyes” 37. 

goldhill also shows that the option chosen by Theomnestos was not 
the only one available. in certain milieus, homoerotic love based on sheer 
contemplation was not only accepted, but even recommended. it is the 
chaste affection theorized by philosophers moving in the footsteps of 
socratic and platonic ethics 38. in such contexts melite’s “Tantalic” catch-
phrase loses its negative meaning and points to commendable behaviors. 

maximus of Tyre, a contemporary of achilles Tatius, devotes no 
fewer than four ‘dissertations’ to socratic love. in the second one (Or. 
19), maximus reminds the reader that in spite of semantic and superficial 
similarities, love may take very different forms. What socrates refers to 
as “love” is nothing to do with unleashed and sensuous desires. along 
the same lines, maximus goes on by saying that there are different ways 
of looking, depending on the state of mind of the onlooker, rather than 
on the quality of the object observed 39:

To; de; kavllo", to; aujto; o[n, ajlloiovteron me;n faivnetai mocqhroi'", ajlloiovteron de; 
ejrastai'" nomivmoi": kai; ga;r to; xivfo", to; aujto; o[n, ajlloiovteron me;n faivnetai tw'/ 
ajristei', ajlloiovteron de; tw'/ dhmivw/: kai; th;n me;n Penelovphn ajlloivw" me;n ∆Odusseu;" 
oJra'/, ajlloivw" de; oJ Eujruvmaco": kai; to;n h{lion a[llw" me;n oJra'/ Puqagovra", a[llw" 
de; ∆Anaxagovra", Puqagovra" me;n wJ" qeovn, ∆Anaxagovra" de; wJ" livqon.

Beauty, though always the same beauty, appears differently to the eyes of the 
wicked than it does to more law-abiding lovers. a sword too, though always 
the same sword, appears differently to the war-hero than it does to the exe-
cutioner. odysseus and eurymachus look on penelope with different eyes. 
pythagoras and anaxagoras look on the sun with different eyes: pythagoras 
sees it as a god, anaxagoras as a stone. (transl. michael B. Trapp)

This remarkable text explicitly conceptualizes the subjectivity of the 
gaze 40 so often exploited by ancient novelists. also, maximus clearly sees 
in social norms one of the main sources of such a subjectivity, as shown 

37 On the “ideological” background shared by Strato and the pseudo-Lucianic dialogue, 
see whitMarsh 2011: 160.

38 Goldhill 1995: 109.
39 19, 3. On the “crisis of representation”, characterizing the Second century, see 

nasrallah 2010: 201-209. 
40 What elsner 2007 refers to as “ways of viewing”.
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by the contrast husband (odysseus)/moichos (eurymachus). Finally, it 
shall be noted that in the following paragraph he typically links manliness 
and self-restrained love 41. however, it is in the last part of the dissertation 
that we find a passage that will prove crucial to our concerns. 

after theorizing about love in more or less abstract terms, maximus 
moves on to illustrate his point by means of practical examples. as he 
argues, self-mastery is for everyone, not for the philosophers alone. 
Therefore, when he has to provide a paradigm for swfrosuvnh, he picks 
agesilaus, the spartan king, who once fell in love with a young, barbar-
ian, and stunning boy 42: 

h[dh kai; Spartiavth" ajnh;r oujk ejn Lukeivw/ trafei;" oujde; ejn ∆Akadhmiva/ gumnasavmeno" 
oujde; ejn filosofiva/ pepaideumevno", ejntucw;n meirakivw/ barbarikw'/ mevn, ajll∆ a{krw" 
kalw'/ kai; ajnqou'nti a[rti, hjravsqh me;n aujtou' – pw'" d∆ oujk e[mellen… – ∆All∆ ouj peraitev
rw tw'n ojfqalmq'n. ∆Epainw' th'" ajristeiva" to;n ∆Aghsivlaon ma'llon h] to;n Lewnivdhn ˇ 
macivmwn: ajmacwvtero" ga;r oJ e[rw" h\n tou' barbavrou, kai; ta; tou' e[rwto" blhvmata ti
trwvskei ma'llon h] ta; Kadouvsia h] ta; Mhdikav. Toigarou'n oJ Xevrxh" me;n ejpevbh Lew
nivdou keimevnou kai; parh'lqen e[sw Pulw'n: ∆Aghsilavw/ de; mevcri tw'n ojfqalmw'n proelqw;n 
oJ e[rw" ejntau'qa e[sth ejpi; quvrai" th'" yuch'". Mei'zon to; e[rgon: divdwmi ta; ajristei'a.

history tells us of a spartiate who had not been brought up in the lyceum 
or trained in the academy or educated in philosophy who once encountered 
a foreign youth, but one of extreme beauty, just coming into flower. he fell 
in love with him – how could he fail to? – but he let his love go no further 
than his eyes. i have more praise for this agesilaus for his triumph than i do 
for the celebrated leonidas. love is a far more difficult opponent than the 
barbarian, and love’s arrows wound more deeply than any cadusian or 
mede. so it was that xerxes trampled on the corpse of the fallen leonidas 
and advanced beyond the gates; but when agesilaus’ love had advanced as 
far as his eyes, it halted there at the threshold of his soul. This is the greater 
achievement; i award it the prize. (transl. michael B. Trapp)

agesilaos does not allow ‘love’ to go further than the eyes, thus be-
having like the perfect, philosophical lover. hence, it comes as no surprise 
that melite, in tune with her famously anti-philosophical attitude 43, 

41 19, 4.
42 On Agesilaus and the Persian boy, see davidson 2007: 423-430.
43 Goldhill 1995: 93-95; Morales 2004: 58-60. On philosophers in the ancient novel 

see also MorGan 2007.
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refuses, just like Theomnestus, to abide by the same ethical rules. The 
paradigm of Tantalus is thus paradoxically used to situate melite not only 
within the debates about the correct way to love (boys), but, more 
broadly, within the current debates about swfrosuvnh. in this respect, 
philosophical, homoerotic love is just a subset of a more comprehensive 
field of discussion. Focusing, as Brethes does, only on the polarities male/
female, ejrwvmeno"/ejrasthv" does not do justice to the dense richness of 
achilles Tatius’ text. The issues at stake are subtler and entail references 
to contemporary discussions about ethics as well as verbal echoes of a 
wide-ranging, easily recognizable philosophical vulgata connecting man-
liness and swfrosuvnh. The reversal practiced by melite does not involve 
only her being a ‘manly lady’, or clitophon behaving in a ‘girly way’. 
more generally, melite subverts, by refusing them, established behavioral 
and ethical norms. We see clitophon turn into a woman because we look 
at him through melite’s eyes and her gaze cannot possibly be an objective 
one. granted, melite transforms clitophon, rising “clean” from the bed 
of his aspiring ejrasthv", into a woman 44:

... ajllav, to; pavntwn uJbristikwvtaton, prosaptovmeno", katafilw'n, ou{tw" ajnevsth" 
wJ" a[llh gunhv. 

no, and this is the most outrageous of all, when you had stroked me and 
kissed me, you got up after that as though you had been another woman! 
(transl. Tim Whitmarsh)

such an apparent reversal, however, is not really caused by clitophon 
giving up his “specifically heteroerotic character”; rather, it is primarily 
motivated by the fact that melite does not acknowledge the value of his 
composure just because she, like Theomnestos and unlike maximus, does 
not associate manliness to swfrosuvnh. The ‘subjective’ reversal of book 
five has its roots in melite’s assessment of swfrosuvnh. The catchphrase 
she resorts to, “no farther than the eyes”, complete with its ‘tantalizing’ 
subtext, also points to the general domain of philosophical self-restraint. 
“no farther than the eyes” was the golden rule for those wanting to live 
a philosophical life. such a characteristic emerges more clearly in later 

44 V 25, 7. Clitophon acts just as recommended by Callicratides, the supporter of 
chaste love, in the pseudo Lucianic dialogue: Amores 48.
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sources, such as the lives of the neoplatonic ‘saints’. a striking and tell-
ing case in point comes from marinus’ Life of Proclus, where the phi-
losopher’s attitude toward pleasure is described as follows 45:

Kai; ‘to;n qumo;n dev’, kaq∆ ‘o{son oi|ovn te’ h\n, ejkovlazen, w{ste h] mh; kinei'sqai to; 
paravpan h] mh; th;n logikh;n ei\nai yuch;n th;n ‘sunorgizomevnhn’, eJtevrou de; ‘ei\nai to; 
ajproaivreton’, kai; tou'to de; ‘ojlivgon kai; ajsqenev"’. ‘∆Afrodisivwn de;’ aujtw'/ ‘fusikw'n’ 
meth'n ‘o{son’, oi\mai, ‘mevcri fantasiva"’ cwrei'n, ‘propetou'"’ kai; tauvth".

and he would tame the irascible part, to the extent possible, so that it be 
not moved altogether or the rational soul be not pushed to anger and con-
trolled by something else, in a miserable and weak way. he would partici-
pate in the physical erotic pleasures, as i believe, not farther than imagination, 
and only if he was taken by surprise 46. 

a christian text, ascribed to Basil of caesarea, further proves that 
swfrosuvnh implies a kind of restraint allowing room only for visual 
pleasure without enactment. pleasurable stimuli may well reach the eyes; 
the wise man, however, shall not act upon them, thus proving his virtue 47. 
interestingly enough, ps. Basil describes such an attitude as typical, or 
even stereotypical. This is yet another evidence of the easily recognizable 
philosophical tinge of melite’s refrain 48:

ÔO ga;r a[diko" uJperhfanei' th;n dikaiosuvnhn kai; katepaivretai aujth'": kai; oJ ajkov
lasto" kata; th'" swfrosuvnh" lalei', o{tan diaptuvh/ to;n ajkribh' ejn pa'si paratethrh
mevnon kai; th;n mevcri" ojfqalmw'n kivnhsin paidagwgou'nta. 

The unjust man despises and disparages justice; and the incontinent one 
speaks against self-restraint, whenever he scorns the strict ones who are 
accurate in every instance and teach that one has to be moved not farther 
than the eyes.

45 Vita Procli 507-513.
46 My translation. Literary pleasures may be handled in the same way, as shown by 

Damascios in the Life of Isidorus 61 Zintzen: Isidorus listens to poetry without really 
getting involved; or better he takes part in the pleasure of fiction not farther than 
 imagination.

47 See also BartsCh 2007 for similar concerns in Seneca.
48 My translation. Ps. Basilius, Enarratio in prophetam Isaiam, XIII 268, 47-51 Trevisan. 

The way Eumathios Macrembolites in the Twelfth century employs the phrase shows 
that the link with sofrwsuvnh was the most apparent one to a late, Christian reader (Hys-
mine and Hysminias X 2, 6).
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To sum up, clitophon’s reversal does not entail just femininity and 
passivity, or else the transformation of the hero into a ejrwvmeno". more 
importantly, it involves different attitudes toward sofrwsuvnh. on the 
one hand, melite, who seeks sexual gratification, is not ready to ascribe 
any value to self-restraint. on the other, clitophon himself shows a new 
attitude toward sofrwsuvnh. if in book five the hero behaves like a phi-
losopher, as melite stresses by teasing him 49, with leucippe he had 
systematically infringed the rules of self-restraint, going as far as to blame 
his girl for practicing “untimely sofrwsuvnh” 50. When it comes to melite, 
on the contrary, he is the champion of an untimely chastity and therefore 
the woman depicts him as a lover worth of socrates. ironically enough, 
the presence of leucippe in clitophon’s life seems to rule out his beliefs 
in self-restraint. such an ethical reversal, recently pointed out by meriel 
Jones, makes also more understandable his yielding to melite after – and 
also because, as he himself says – he has regained leucippe’s love and 
confidence. after he comes back to his senses, clitophon completely 
capsizes the ‘philosphical’ arguments used to push melite away during 
their navigation to ephesus 51.

as ever, achilles Tatius’ text is multilayered and cunningly ironical. 
We should be wary to jump too quickly on the bandwagon of one-sided, 
if fascinating, exegetical readings. gender-reversal in book five makes 
no exception, and must be read as part of a broader discourse about 
pleasurable stimuli, perception, self-restraint, and, eventually, manliness. 
in spite of all his subtleness, however, achilles Tatius never fails to reveal 
his authorial intentions. as shown by the Tantalus paradigm, the novel 
always provides the readers willing to listen with clear markers and tex-
tual cross-references.

AglAe Pizzone

aglae.pizzone@gmail.com
pizzone@sdu.dk

49 V 16, 3 and V 16, 7.
50 I 5, 7 with Chew 2000: 62. See also for the link between self-restraint and manliness, 

subverted by Clitophon, Jones 2012, 159 and 243.
51 V 27, 3-4 and Goldhill 1995: 97.
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